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This material has been prepared by Tourist Review Global. This document 

is for information and illustrative purposes only and does not show actual 

results. It is not, and should not be regarded as, investment advice or as 

a recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. 

Opinions expressed herein are current opinions as of the date appearing 

in this material only and are subject to change without notice. Reasonable 

people may disagree about the opinions expressed herein. If any of the 

assumptions used herein do not prove to be correct, Company results are 

likely to vary substantially. There is no guarantee that the Company will 

achieve the desired results under market conditions. No representation 

is being made that the Company will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, 

or results similar to those discussed, if any. No part of this document may 

be reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part, without the prior 

written permission of the Company and it may not be shared with or 

distributed to any other parties other than to employees or professional 
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advisors to authorized recipients of this document. This information is 

provided with the understanding that, with respect to the material 

provided herein, you will make your own independent decision with 

respect to any course of action in connection herewith and as to whether 

such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own 

judgment, and that you are capable of understanding and assessing the 

merits of a course of action. The Company does not purport to and does 

not, in any fashion, provide tax, accounting, actuarial, recordkeeping, 

legal, advisory or any related services. You may not rely on the statements 

contained herein. The Company shall not have any liability for any 

damages of any kind whatsoever relating to this material. Caution 

Concerning Forward Looking Statements: This document contains 

"forward-looking statements.” These statements can be identified by the 

fact that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. Forward-

looking statements often include words such as "anticipates," 

"estimates," "expects," "projects," "intends," "plans," "believes" and 
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words and terms of similar substance in connection with discussions of 

future operating or financial performance. The Company's forward-

looking statements are based on management's current expectations and 

assumptions regarding the Company's business and performance, the 

economy and other future conditions and forecasts of future events, 

circumstances and results. As with any projection or forecast, forward-

looking statements are inherently susceptible to uncertainty and changes 

in circumstances. The Company's actual results may vary materially from 

those expressed or implied in its forward-looking statements. Any 

forward-looking statement made by the Company speaks only as of the 

date on which it is made, which is the date of this document. The 

Company is under no obligation to, and expressly disclaims any obligation 

to, update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether as a result of 

new information, subsequent events or otherwise. By accepting this 

material, you acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing.  
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Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus 

of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain 

to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any 

jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is 

not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed 

to protect investors. Tourist Review Token is a utility token. This product 

is a digital currency and has not been registered under the Securities Act, 

the securities laws of any state of the United States, or the securities laws 

of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in 

which a potential token holder is a resident. Tourist Review Tokens cannot 

be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper, 

including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial 

purposes. Tourist Review Token confers no other rights in any form, 

including but not limited to any ownership, distribution (including but not 

limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, and proprietary (including all 
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forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other 

than those specifically described in the White Paper. 

 

- THIS IS NOT A SECURITIES OFFERING. 

- THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR INVESTMENT. 

- THERE IS NO EXPECTATION OF PROFITS. 

- NOTHING WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS AN 

OFFER OF SECURITIES. 

- THE TRET TOKEN IS DESIGNED PURELY TO PROVIDE UTILITY WITHIN 

- THE TOURIST REVIEW CRYPTO SYSTEM. 
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Introduction – Problem & Solution 

Each year we spend a part of our time on holidays or occasions to travel. 

And choosing the right service/hospitality with satisfied quality as 

destination takes a lot of time. Most of the time, we rely solely on the 

reviews on the provider’s website. But while it appears to be personal 

and objective, those reviews can be faked and altered with the authority 

of the provider’s owner. Therefore, we can not avoid going out feeling 

unhappy about the service and getting back home early. 

 

We have witnessed so many bad responses as above. To solve the 

problem, we have found ways to address such things to create a social 

networking platform where people can support each other with true 

and honest experience. And we came up with the idea of creating a new 

platform where people with same hobbies for traveling and cuisines 
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around the world to share their real experience. That is the Tourist 

Review Global. 
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About Tourist Review Crypto 

 

Tourist Review is a blockchain-based evaluation platform for traveling 

and food lovers combined with a smart contract that connects those 

who experience the cryptocurrency, creating the environment in which 

the users  can search for a place or a dish quickly, thanks to Tourist 

Review’s Ecosystem. It is possible to connect and reward users through 

cryptocurrency (TRET). And users can realize the benefits of using those 

token for traveling and foods in worldwide. Users can use tokens to pay 

for the service’s owners through the publisher's mobile app and 

website. Users of cross-border travel services will not need to convert to 

local currencies in a time-consuming and difficult way, but only need to 

pay with TRET. Further more, travelers are rewarded some tokens from 

Tourist Review via writing reviews about services they have experienced. 

Connecting traveling with blockchain technology is an inevitability. 
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Because we need to discover providers with good quality of service, the 

evaluators are tourists and locals. These reviews are more genuine and 

accurate than those from paid advertising or traveling agencies. If a 

service gets highly rated by our users, it will be beneficial to the owner. 

Tourist Review’s network is constantly updated with information 

(optimizing information and review quality). New content is updated 

regularly on the community's reviewing page. More and more people 

are looking for product reviews before purchasing. By getting rated on 

Tourist Review, their services have a better chance of generating new 

customers. 
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About Tourist Review Token (TRET) 

Tourist Review Token is an ERC20 token based on Etherium platform. 

TRET will be used to reward the users. Travelers will receive TRET by 

evaluating their visits with reviews, comments, or discussions. The 

contents include taking pictures, recording videos and rating products, 

restaurants, hotels,.v.v…Those reviews are posted on our website and 

mobile app. Users who want to view the post will pay a certain amount 

of  tokens to the reviewer depending on the rank of the post. Some 

restaurants, hotels and resorts will have tokens for travelers with honest 

evaluation of their services. TRET is based on the objective experience of 

the travelers as it is one of the most authentic scale. There will be Star 

Reviewers for their positive achievements which will help them gain 

more TRET and that is the motivation for them to continue to grow. 
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Technology Advantages  

1/ User Feedback: 

Be it a good or bad feedback, everyone wants to listen to what their 

customers think about their service. Based on the comments on their 

service, service providers may consider improving their services to 

attract more visitors. 

Good evaluations are worth praising, but bad evaluations are inevitable. 

These evaluations point to the mistakes that the service brings. If there 

are too many bad reviews then the service will be removed or badly 

marked on our community. 

 

2/ Communication Channel: 

In addition to posting personal reviews in the community, you can join 

the conversation in the community chat group that we create. You can 
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talk directly with the service providers for more information prior to the 

trip. 

You can also use a photo in the magazine or take a picture on a TV 

channel and post it to the community to assist you with interesting 

information about the location or service that you are looking for on our 

site.   

 

4/ Advertising Opportunity: 

Tourist Review provides an opportunity for service providers to direct 

users to their services. The advertisement will be better and more 

reliable through community confirmations.  

 

5/ The Authenticity of Service Providers: 

The owner of the service must register the information and pay a 

verification fee to maintain the active status on Tourist Review. It is 

necessary for the community to know the service is still in business. 
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Verified services are able to respond to reviews of their services to show 

that their services are genuine. 

 

6/ The Unique of Tourist Review: 

Cost-savings and no charge from third parties, users can make money 

from our platform. Tourist Review provides fast, easy, low fees payment 

with transaction security for the user.  Due to the nature of blockchain, 

the transaction history will be recorded and opened to public to avoid 

tampering. Users can also send TRET to other users through the TRET’s 

wallet integrated within the app or website. 
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Token Metrics 

 

The total supply of  TRET:  20,000,000,000  

The Initial Value:    1 TRET = 0.00000005 ETH 

Name:      Tourist Review Token  

Ticker:      TRET 

Decimal:      8  

Smart Contract:  

 0xc6d603a9df53d1542552058c382bf115aace70c7 
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Fund & Token Allocation 

 

1/ Fund Allocation: 

  

   

Development
35%

Marketing & 
Partnerships

40%

Legislation
8%

Management
15%

Other
2%
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2/ Token Allocation:  

 

 

Public Sale
70%

Development & 
Partnerships

12%

Founder
8%

Dev
5%

Advisor
4%

Airdrop
1%
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